COMPOSITIONS
BY
EDWARD MAC DOWELL

PIANO SOLO

Op. 17. ZWEI FANTASIESTUCKE
   No. 1. ERZAHLUNG (A Tale) .90
   No. 2. HEXENTANZ (Witches' Dance) .75

Op. 18. ZWEI STUCCKE
   No. 1. BARCAROLLE .40
   No. 2. HUMORESKE .50

Op. 24. VIER STUCCKE
   No. 1. HUMORESKE .50
   No. 2. MARSCH. (March) .50
   No. 3. WIEGENLIED. (Cradle-Song) .50
   No. 4. CZARDAS .50

Op. 28. IDYLLEN
   No. 1 in G .40
   No. 2 in A# .40
   No. 3 in C .40
   No. 4 in Bb .40
   No. 5 in G .40
   No. 6 in A .40
   Complete in One Volume, net $1.00

Op. 31. SECHS GEDICHTE NACH HEINRICH HEINE
   No. 1 in A .40
   No. 2 in F min. (Scotch) .40
   * No. 3 in Bb .40
   No. 4 in B min. .40
   No. 5 in A# .40
   No. 6 in C# min. .40
   Complete in One Volume, net $1.00

PIANO FOUR HANDS

Op. 20. DREI POESIEN 1.00
Op. 21. MONDBILDER. (Moon-Pictures) 1.25
   After H. C. Andersen's "Picture-book without Pictures"
Op. 22. HAMLET AND OPHELIA 1.25

AUTHORIZED EDITION

NEW YORK: G. SCHIRMER
BRESLAU: JULIUS HAINAUER
Vierzehnter Abend
Storchgeschichte
Fourteenth Evening
Story of the Stork
II
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PIANO 4 HANDS
Collection of Concert Overtures
Edited and Fingered by
LOUIS OESTERLE
Vol. I. Overtures by
H. BERLIOZ, K. GOLDMARK, J. MASSENET,
P. TSCHAIKOWSKY, R. WAGNER

Library 944 Paper, $2.00. Cloth, $3.00

In a manner this collection is unique. It embraces in one volume the six most representative orchestral concert-overtures, arranged for piano four hands, independent and individual tonal poems, not intended to serve as instrumental introductions preceding an opera, but complete each in itself. Tschaikowsky's poetic Romeo and Juliet, as well as his grandiloquent Hamlet overture; Goldmark's fascinating S薩halska, its music breathing the fragrance of the immortal East; Massenet's Phidre, incarnation in tone of the spirit of classic tragedy; Wagner's important contribution to the musical literature of the Faust legend, and Berlioz's brilliant and scintillating Roman Carnival, make up the contents of the volume. They are eminently recital pieces, difficult even in this four-hand arrangement. Mr. Oesterle has provided them with an adequate and convenient fingering.

PIANO 4 HANDS
Collection of German Overtures for Piano 4 Hands
Vol. I. Overtures by BEETHOVEN, FLOTOW, GLUCK, MOZART,
       NICOLAI, SPOHR, WAGNER, WEBER

Edited and Fingered by LOUIS OESTERLE

Library 954 Paper, $1.50. Cloth, $2.50

Nationality and excellence have been the sole criteria acknowledged in compiling this collection. Mr. Oesterle's aim has been to get together a number of "good" overtures in the broadest sense of the word—as the names of Wagner and Flotow, of Beethoven and Niccolai in juxtaposition, prove—and this he has accomplished most successfully. The contents of the volume include the second Leonora overture by Beethoven; those two old favorites, Martha and Stradalda, by Flotow; Gluck's ever youthful Iphigenia in Aulis; Mozart's incomparable Marriage of Figaro; Niccolai's sprightly comedy-ouverture to the Merry Wives of Windsor; the overture to Spohr's poetic East Indian opera Jessonda, to Wagner's Rames and to Weber's Freischütz. All have been edited and fingered with the compiler's usual care and skill.